
Deferred AGM

At the deferred AGM held on 16th February the Clubs accounts

were passed. A vote of thanks was offered by the Committee, on

behalf of the Club, to Jill Rogers for the serious and very hard

work she had put in to this task. Jill was also able to make a

number of observations and suggestions, resulting from this

work and drawing upon her wide experience in accounting and

racing pigeon administration which are being implemented and

will be carried in to the future. The Secretarial and Treasury

functions have been separated but they will work together in

close liaison with regular and frequent updating to the

Committee which will provide greater scrutiny and control. Many

lessons have been learned and combined with the regular review

of costs and expenditure which the Committee is making forward

planning is taking shape in a much more controlled and

managed manner.

The Committee meeting held on the same day spent a lot of time

setting out the details of the coming year which will be presented

in the Year Book. However before that began the Committee were

very pleased to welcome back Life Vice President Dave Whitefield

who had spent much of the winter in warmer climes and to invite

him to join the Committee. I believe I may have omitted informing

you that at an earlier meeting the Committee had invited

another Life Vice President, Chris King, to join them in the same

way. Both of these members have provided valuable services to

the Club over many years and it is commendable that they are

both prepared to continue to contribute in this way.
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Marking Stations

One of the first details to arise was Marking Stations. As

previously indicated Wisbech will not materialise. This is

unfortunate but “things happen” and while extensive efforts have

been made to find an alternative it has not proved possible.

Hopefully the situation might improve in 2014 and there are

already discussions taking place about other possible Marking

Stations for 2014 so perhaps something in this area might prove

possible then. There has also been a change at Basildon where

again some difficulties arose but Charlie Simmons, who has been

the driving force behind this station, was not put off and found a

willing volunteer for a Good cause, in this case Rita at South

Ockendon. Those in the area will know Rita and the Marking

Station and if you don’t you will soon find out how smoothly and

efficiently it runs. The timings for all the Marking Stations have

been drafted out but require final confirmation before being

released but I will tell you them all quite soon.

The next main point is that birdage charges will remain as last

year. It is always tempting to just put the prices up when times

seem tough but on this occasion there were some quite strong

and valid arguments made for putting them down. Reducing

charges is something that the Committee would like to do and

depending on how the year goes this is something that will be

seriously considered for 2014. This year however it was felt that

it might be one step too soon considering the changes already

made to the race programme and marking.

The British Barcelona Club ROPADIAR Tours Open Young Bird

Race was initially introduced because it was believed, wrongly as

it transpires, that the HIGH LITTLETON race would not be taking

place. Both races are now going ahead and discussions are

underway to bring them together and improve the success of

both by working together. On the topic of co-operation formal

notification has now been received from the B.I.C.C. to confirm

that they are in favour of duplication and that they feel that the

£8 fee should be paid, so a cost of £16 if the bird is entered in
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both Clubs. On the two other aspects raised in the letter of

invitation sent to them, namely transportation by the B.B.C. on a

shared cost basis and joint result, they felt that the overall

logistics, time and transfer offered them no great savings and so

they preferred to go alone and that as each club compiled its own

result and the International Committee do a single overall result

for all competing countries they felt this quite adequate. The

Committee were pleased to accept this significant step forward.

Meanwhile several enquiries have been received from other

organisations about co-operating on several other races which

are at various stages of discussion and we hope will result in a

benefit to all.

You will also have noticed above a new sponsor, Ropadiar but

they are not alone. We are very pleased to announce that

Harkers, who have previously sponsored the Club have returned

and will be the main sponsor of the Barcelona race and Aviform

are very much welcome as the main sponsor of the new Le Mans

race. The Club is very fortunate in being able to enjoy the

continued support of the British Homing World, The Racing

Pigeon, Mysoft Software, Lambournes Rings, Summit

International’s pigeon photography by Peter Bennett, pigeons

from Ponderosa UK Stud and feeding at all races by Willsbridge

Corns.

“Vrienden van Barcelona”

Finally, today, we have an invitation from our continental friends,

which of course extends to co-competitors in the B.I.C.C., to join

with other European fanciers in what is a really challenging but

“friendly” group for those interested in Barcelona. I will leave it

too Udo Peters, one of the joint organisers, to explain:

“Vrienden van Barcelona” (“Friends of Barcelona”) is an initiative

of the Belgian Kurt Haesen and the Dutch Udo Peters, both have

an affinity for extreme long distance racing and especially for the

international race from Barcelona. They want to give the
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participants the opportunity to have a challenging competition with

great prizes and prize pot in the international race from Barcelona.

To join the “Vrienden van Barcelona” club (“Friends of Barcelona”-

club) you have to pay a yearly fee of €5 per year. With this

membership you will join in automatically for the “Barcelona

Masters” competition. To join in for the “Vrienden van Barcelona”

prize pool you pay €5 for each pigeon with whom you want to

participate. For example, if you want to participate with 6 pigeons

in the “Vrienden van Barcelona” price pool you pay €30

participation and €5 membership fee. Of course it is also possible

to have all your basketed pigeons into the competition. But if you

basket 12 pigeons for the international race from Barcelona and

you pay for 6 pigeons in the prize pool, than the 6 first signed

pigeons of your basketing list will be entered for the prize pool.

Unfortunately when you clock a pigeon from the 7th untill the 12th

signed place on the basketing list than they don’t compete if you

only paid for 6 pigeons.

The “Vrienden Van Barcelona” prize pool will be divided like this:

1st prize 35% of the total entry amount

2nd prize 20% of the total entry amount

3rd prize 15% of the entry amount

4th prize 10% of the entry amount

5th prize ..5% of the entry amount

With a participation of 2000 pigeons the total prize pool will be

€10,000,

Besides this great prize pool the “Friends of Barcelona” will have

other championships to be automatically classified in such as the

Barcelona Masters, a two-year championship, a three-year

championship and a team championship. For more information

about the various parts see on the website. If you become a

member of the “Friends of Barcelona” Club you are automatically

entered in the various championships.
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To register, please use the contact form and payment and fill in

your name, address, telephone number and membership number.

To have a valid entry for the “Vrienden van Barcelona” prize pool,

the entry fee should be wired over into our bank account before the

1th of July 2013.

For more information see the website

Friends of Barcelona

TEAM RML joined The Friends of Barcelona in 2012 with three

pigeons nominated and found it quite awe inspiring to be placed

in a team alongside Batenburg van de Merwe and their 30

nominations. Other fanciers in their team were regular

contributors to the PIPA forum and you will find Friends of

Barcelona does just what it says on the tin, it links fanciers

together from several nations and by so doing helps them

understand the problems that the differing locations produce in

this race. So if you are up for a challenge, and it is a challenge,

and you like Barcelona why not become a “Friend of Barcelona”.

Cataluña

cataluna@britishbarcelonaclub.org.uk

http://www.friendsofbarcelona.eu/
mailto:cataluna@britishbarcelonaclub.org.uk

